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Abstract
A monolithic current mode CMOS DC-DC converter with new control

topology and integrated power switches has been developed in this thesis. A unified

modulator model is also established for the topology, following the steps, used for

deriving familiar models. System and circuit level implementation of the converter

have been accomplished for the converter. Afterwards, this converter has been

fabricated with a standard 0.5 flm CMOS process. The remarkable features of the

converter are complete discharge of the output voltage, pulse-by-pulse current

limiting, pulse-skipping mode in light load operation etc. Modulator gain Fm has been

found to be a finite quantity and is independent of duty cycle, which reveals the fact

that the control loop's stability is independent of compensating signal. In addition, no

external components except the inductor and output capacitor and no extra I/O pins

are needed for the current mode controller. The simulation and test data are in good

agreement. The experiment results show that this converter operates around IMHz

with the supply voltage from 0.8V to SV, which is suitable for single cell lithium-ion

applications. The power efficiency is over 80% for load current from SOmA to

100mA, load regulation 1.6%, for the load variation 0-1OOmA.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

/

1.1 Background
Among the switching rcgulators, voltage mode DC-DC conversion was

the initial approach, but it required a large number of external components for

compensation and the design of the compensation network was too involved, This is

due to the fact that the loop gain was sensitive to the load and input supply variation.

The above fact made it difficult to w;e in situations where the supply and load vary

widely, since the transfer function (Iine-to-output) is a strong function of input supply

voltage, Because of the complexity of the double pole transfer function in the voltage

mode conversion, it was soon felt necessary to simplify the transfer function so that it

appears as a single pole. Thc obvious rcsult was the current-mode control which

requires a much simpler compensation scheme compared to its voltage-mode

counterpart. The first monolithic current-mode DC-DC converter was introduced in

1985(L TC) and the first on-chip compensated switching regulator was introduced by

NSC in 1988 [1]. Current-mode has two feedback loops: an outer one which senses

DC output voltage and delivers a DC control voltage to an inner loop which senses

power transistor currents and keeps tltem constant on a pulse-by-pulse basis. Among

the several current-mode control techniques, constant-frequency current programmed

mode (CPM) control, also known as peak current-mode (PCM) control, is a popular

control technique for switch mode power converters. In this control scheme, peak

power transistor currents are kept constant on a pulse-by-pulse basis. There are

several advantages in this scheme; like built-in over-current protection, robust

dynamic responses, simplified voltage-loop compensator design, rejection of input

voltage disturbances and relatively simple current sharing for power modules

operating in parallel. However, this scheme has also got some disadvantages. The

main disadvantage is found during the continuous conduction mode (CCM). This is

because of the limited duty cycle that requires compensation to extend the duty-ratio

range beyond 50%. Another disadvantage ofCPM control is relatively high sensitivity

to noise related to sensing the instantaneous current and comparing the sensed signal

o



to the current command. To emible the converter, operating in CCM, run at higher

duty cycle, theoretically above 50%, a compensating ramp is added to current sense

signal. Moreover to reduce the sensitivity to noise, the compensation ramp is

commonly added in practical CI'M designs, evcn whcn opcrating the convcrtcr at duty

cycles Icss than 0.5 [2].

1.2 Compensation Issue:
As mentioncd carlier, >,cak currcnt control modc forces thc peak powcr

transistor current to bc constant at a lE:velnccded to supply the DC load current at the

DC output voltage dictatcd by the voltagc error amplifier. The DC load current is the

average of the output inductor current, however, and keeping the peak transistor

current constant keeps the pcak output inductor current constant but does not keep the

average inductor current constant. Because of this, in the uncompensated current-

mode scheme, changcs in the DC input voltage will cause momentary changes in the

DC output voltage. The output voltage will be corrected by the voltage error amplifier

outer feedback loop. Again, however, the inner- loop, in keeping peak inductor

current constant, does not supply the correct average inductor current and output

voltage, changes again. The effect is then an oscillation in the output voltage.

Moreover, for a fixed DC input voltagc, thcrc can also lic an oscillation. This occurs,

when for some rcasons an initial curr,~nt disturbancc gets induced in the current loop

while the converter is running at duty cycle above 50%. In that case, thc current

disturbance will grow in pulse by pulse basis first, and then decreases in the next

consecutive pulses and afterwards it will grow again. This sort of oscillation is also

called as sub-harmonic oscillation, as this occurs at half the switching frequency when

the converter runs above the maximum allowable duty cycle, without being

compensated [3J-[6].

Another industrially used topology is the Average Current-Mode

Control Scheme. In this topology the inductor current is averaged by a current

compensator, which is basically an integrator. Integrator adds additional pole to the

current loop and this pole necds to be compcnsatcd. Hence, external components are

needed in the board. This need for the extra components costs severely where space

requirements in the board are stringent.

2
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1.3 The Recent Rescarch Trcnd:
Various works have been carried out relevant to the stability of current

mode converters operating in CCM. Different topologies have also been introduced

along with several analyzing techniques. Middlebrook contributed much to the

modeling of PWM converters and analyzing their various features [3}-[5J. A low

frequency circuit oriented approach was proposcd in [3J, though this approach had

simplicity and that is why it was widely accepted, it had some issues to be resolved

and one of the major insights in [3J was that the crossover frequency of the current

loop was considered wideband, implying possible degradation of performance of low

frequency model. To cope with potential deficiencies in the earlier approaches, a

separate earlier work [7J needed to bE'used, which could predict the well known sub-

harmonic oscillation, occurring at duty cycle greater than 50% with no compensating

ramp. A general expression for the current loop gain is derived, from which it is seen

that the crossover frequency of (he current loop is limited approximately to one third

of the switching frequency. A few authors have contested this result on the ground

that Shannon's sampling theorem limits the crossover frequency to half the switching

frequency. This apparent contradiction has apparently been resolved in [4j.The most

common topology, used in industry nowadays, is fixed frequency Peak Current Mode

control. Brayant and Kazimierczuk presented the analysis of open-loop power stage

dynamics [8J and the modeling of closcd current loop configuration, relevant to

current-mode control for a boost pulse width-modulated (PWM) dc-<!c converter

operating in continuous-conduction mode (CCM) is presented in [9J. In [8J, the small

signal output current to inductor current transfer function accounting for MOSFET

delay and input voltage to inductor current have been derived. In [9J the transfer

function from the error voltage to duty cycle has been derived. Another earlier work

[IOJ suggested that the modulator gain factor Fm can approach to infinity at the limit

of stability. In [4J, Middlebrook along with Tan developed a unified model for current

mode converters where they determined a unified modulator model and current loop

gain incorporating sampling elfect. Ridley, in {IlJ and {I2J introduced a continuous

time model, where sampling gain is incorporated into the current loop. Ridley et. al.

proposed another topology other than PCM control in [13J, where in stead of peak

current, average inductor current is used to control the loop dynamics. Another

control technique, valley current mode technique, also known as 'leading edge

3



modulation' has been introduced in {l4}, which has some advantages. One of the

advantages it offers is the elimination of the positive zero in fixed frequency operation

{I5}.

1.4 Review of the Existing Compensation Techniques:
As mentioned above, sub-harmonic oscillation generally occurs for the

duty cycle above 50%. This type of oscillation can be stopped by adding a

compensation ramp by ensuring that a current perturbation in a switching period

diminishes in the next period. For Av<:rage Current-Mode Control scheme, some sorts

of external compensators are needed. In Average Current-Mode Control, inductor

current is averaged by an RC network, which is basically an integrator. Though a

huge gain is available in this schcme, the main challenge is to stabilize such loop, as

the integrator adds an additional pole to the loop. Hencc, to cancel the effect of this

additional pole, a zero is needed in the loop, and the addition of this zero is.
accomplished by the use of external components.

1.5 Objectives of This Thesis:
The objectives of this thesis are to develop a new topology of

synchronous step-up converter, which can run at higher duty cycle without addition of

any kind of compensating signal and then to implement the converter paying heed to

all the design issues that may have to be encountered in real world, In developing a

new topology, the mathematical model for the modulator of the converter will be

derived first, considering all the small signal phenomena, This converter will then be

implemented using various functional blocks. While designing the functional blocks

all the supply, process and temperature dependent parameters will be taken into

account. The'fabricated chip will then be tested and the test results will be studied in

details to evaluate its performance.

4



Chapter 2
Current Mode Converters in Brief

2.1 Synchronous Converter in Brief:
In the synchronous converter, both the switches are controlled unlike

the case in its asynchronous counterpart, where only one switch is controlled and in

stead of using the other switch, generally a diode is used. However, there is no 100%

synchronism in the synchronous converter, Le. there is no such case where a switch is

turned ON at the instant the other is turned OFF or vice versa because of the internal

delay in the signal propagation. There are also some design requirements especially

for safety purposes and in those cases, one switch is turned OFF first and then the

other is turned ON. Fig 2.1 illustrates a synchronous boost converter with a

modulator. The two switches SWI and SW2 are turned ON alternately to have charge

and boost phase of the convelter. Before one is turned ON, it is ensured that other has

been turned OFF. In an open loop boost converter, the input voltage is stepped up to

another higher level based on the duty cycle of operation (the clock that is provided

externally to the switches). However, to have a regulated output voltage a closed loop

control mechanism is needcd. The modulator serves that purpose. It senses the

parameters like portion of output voltages or the current through the inductor or both

and controls the loop operation by converting those signals to time domain signals

(i.e. duty cycle). The overall stability of the loop depends; to a great extend, on the

stability of the modulator.

2.2 Basic Idea about the Current Mode Converter:
The block diagram shown in Fig 2.2 was the approach used for the first

switching regulator designs [16]. This is also known as Voltage Mode Control

Topology. The major characteristics of this topology are that there is a single voltage

feedback path, with pulse-width modulation performed by comparing the voltage

error signal with a constant ramp. Current limiting must be done separately. As a

single loop is associated, tasks like designing of that loop and analyzirg the loop

dynamics are simpler. But there are also some disadvantages of such topology like

5



slow response (as any change in line or load must first be sensed as an output change

and then corrected by the feedback loop.) and relatively more complicated

compensation (as the output filters adds two poles to the control loop and the loop

gain varies with the input voltage).

To get rid of the voltage mode deficiencies, another control technique

called Current Mode Topology has been introduced and it is illustrated in Fig 2.3. As

it is evident from Fig 2.3 that, basic current-mode control uses the oscillator only as a

fixed-frequency clock and the ramp is replaced with a signal derived from output

inductor current. It has got some advantages like fast response with the change in the

line voltages (as inductor current rises with a slope determined by Vio-Vo). simpler

loop compensation (Since the Error Amplifier is now used to command an output

current rather than voltage, the effect of the output inductor is minimized and the filter

now offers only a single pole to the feedback loop.) Moreover, the current mode

topology also provides some additional features like: pulse-by-pulse current limiting,

and the ease of providing load sharing when multiple power units are paralleled.

Inductor

+

ICOMP)

Compensation
Signal

Mod

Modulator

sw2

sw1

Fig 2.1: Synchronous boos/ regula/or wi/h modula/or
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s Sl
R Q
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Fig 2.3: Current mode control [J6}
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2.3 Deficiencies in CUlTent Mode Control Mechanism & Their

Remedies:
In spite of several advantages, there are also some sorts of deficiencies

associated with the current mode control mechanism. A brief idea has been given in

previous discussions. In this subsection, those problems have been illustrated more

precisely. First, let us have a look atlhe case of sub-harmonic oscillation. One of the

ways such kind of oscillation occurs, when a current disturbance gets induced in a

converter running at high duty cycle, for a fixed input. For a fixed DC input voltage,

,
1'>1 "-

3 "

" '\

1

/

T n

Fig 2.4: Current loop oscillation/or duty cycle greater than 50%
[25J

if for some reasons there is an initial current disturbance 1'>11. atter a first down-slope

the current will be displaced by an amount 1'>12 .If the duty cycle is above 50% (m2>ml

in Fig 2.4), the output disturbance atter one cycle 1'>1. is greater than the input

disturbance 1'>13. This can be fUlther explained from' Fig 2.4. For a small current

displacement 1'>11, the current reaches the original peak value earlier in time by an

amount dt, where dt=I'>II/mI. ON the inductor down-slope, at the end of the ON time,

the current is lower than its original value by an amount 1'>12 where

Now with m2>mJ, the disturbances will continue to grow but

eventually decay, giving rise to an oscillation. As mentioned earlier, this sort of

8
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oscillation is also called as sub-harmonic oscillation, when the converter runs above

the maximum allowable duty cycle, without being compensated [3J.{5J.{6J. This

PCM (Peak Current Mode, as the peak current is regulated) control, however, is a

widely used topology in industrial purposes and the above mentioned type of

oscillation is eliminated by the addition of a compensating signal with slope Me >0.

The way in which such compensating technique works, has been illustrated in Fig 2.5.

CLK

dT, 2Ts 3Ts

Fig 2.5: Correction of the oscillation by compensation ramp
[25J

From a simple geometrical argument, the condition to prevent sub-

harmonic oscillation is:

1'1l, = 1.1_/1.0-2 _-_M--,--, < I
1'1l, 111, + M,. (2.1 )

where, /1/ / =V",IL>O is the inductor current slope in the charge phase

9
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(dT,),when swl in Fig 2.1 is ON, and m2=(VOOI-Vi,,)/L>O is the inductor current slope

in the boost phase [(l-d)T,) when sw2 in Fig 2.1 is ON. From the equation 2.1, it is

evident that, by selecting Mc>m/2, stable operation of the current loop under all

steady-state conditions is possible to be achieved. Besides, in [3],[J7],[18] modulator

model for the current programmed converters was derived, experimented and

modified. A model for current-mode converter consists of two parts: I) the model for

the power stage, and 2) the model for the modulator [3]. The model of power stage in

{19], [20] is now widely accepted, hence the actual task is reduced to the

establishment of a modulator model. A modulator is expected to be expressed in terms

of the average inductor current i" the average control current ic and an effective

voltage v,jf. which determines the slopes of the inductor current. Satisfying the

conditions, a unified modulator model has been developed in [3] and the modulator

gain F", is expressed as:

(2.2)

From the equation (2.2), it is seen that, F", approaches infinity for

D' = _ 1

[ 2~A!."+ 2J
DVe/r

where, D' = I-D

(2.3)

Equation (2.3) is the minimum value for D' to maintain a finite

positive value for F",. Hence, we have:

(2.4 )

Hence, from equation (2.4), the current loop becomes unstable for

D:
ni

" =0.5, if Me=O, which implies that in the absence of Me, the loop oscillates for

10



D",,, =0.5. Addition of slope compensating signal demands extra care and attention.

The addition of the slope compensating signal, does not depend on any kind of

internal tracking within the chip, it is onc SOIt of asynchronous phenomenon. This

compensating signal shows up as a pcrccntage error in the output voltage i.e. it

increases the load rcgulation number of the chip. Moreover, generally this signal is

added relative to the ground potcntial and in doing there also arise some design issues.

lfthis signal is small in magnitudc and is fed to the input ofa MOS device, the offset

of the MOS affects and if this signal is added to the base of a bipolar device, extra

input linearity is needed. T,lis is sometimes a design constraint, in case oflow voltage

application.
In average current control scheme, the existence of the current

compensator makes the modeling of the average current-mode control more

complicated {l3}. The modulator of the average current control scheme has been

shown in Fig 2.6 .

•.
d •.

v c

Fig 2.6: The modula/or oj/he average curren/-mode con/ral scheme
f13}
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As it is evident from Fig 2.6, an integrator (compensator),

consisting of R-C network has been used to have the average of the inductor current.

This integrator adds a pole at I in the current loop, the effect of which has to
27rC"R,

be cancelled by an external compensator.

2.4 Control Topologies & Conduction Modes:
In dc-dc conve,1ers current mode Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) and

current-limited Pulse Frequency Modulation (PFM) control schemes are widely used

in industries due to their fast dynamic response and automatic over-current protection

[21J-[23J. In PWM control, the inductor current is sensed and is made to modify the

pulse-width, whereas, in PFM control inductor current modifies the oscillation

frequency for voltage regulation. One of the methods to regulate output voltage, while

supplying a specific load demand, in PWM control employs switching at a constant

frequency and adjusting the ON duration of the switch. In PFM, however, the

switching frequency is varied with the change in load demand while regulating the

output voltage. For a certain load, this PFM scheme may turn into a PWM scheme.

Usually a converter, though it is not designed to operate in fixed frequency, runs in

PWM scheme for a certain load range and then operating frequency becomes constant

for that condition. However, when the output load demand becomes very low,

numbers of pulses are skipped and hence it seems like it is modulating its operating

frequency.

A current mode converter has two types of conduction modes [24J;

namely

a). Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM) and

b). Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM).

a),Continuous Conduction Mode:

In the continuous conduction mode, current flows continuously in the

inductor during the entire switching cycle in steady-state operation. In this mode, the

boost power stage assumes two states per switching cycle. In the ON state, SW I (Fig

2.1) is ON and SW2 is OFF. The duration of the ON state is DxTs=ToN, where 0 is

the duty cycle set by the control circuit, expressed as a ratio of the switch ON time to

12
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the time of one complete switching cyclc, Ts. The duration of the OFF state is ToFF.

Since there are only two states per switching cycle for continuous conduction mode,

TOFFis equal to (I-D) x 1'5' The timing waveforms have been illustrated in Fig 2.7. In

the CCM, average inductor current tracks the output current, i.e., if the output current

decreases, then so does theaverage inductor current exactly.

Isw2

lout

Vswl

Vout

I
I
I I I------- ---+---- ----
I I 1

TON TOFF -.I
I
"I

Fig 2.7: Continuous conduction mode operation [24]

b). Discontinuous Conduction Mode:

In the Discontinuous Conduction Mode, the output load current is

reduced below the critical current level so that, the inductor current will be zero for a

portion of the switching cycle. The facts arc evident in Fig 2.8 and Fig 2.9. There are

three unique states that a converter assumes during the DCM. The ON state is when

SW1 is ON and SW2 is OFF. The OFF state is when SW1 is OFF and SWz is ON. The

idle state is when both SW1 and SW2 are OFF. Now, TON= D x Ts, TOFF= D2 x 1'5;

13



and the remainder idle time is given as Ts - TON- TOFF= 03 x Ts, where O2 and 03

are the portions of the total time Ts, when charge of the inductor is being dumped to

the capacitor and the current through the inductor remains at the zero level,

respectively.

o

lout::::

ioul(crit)

I I I
TON~-.i<-- TOFF-"I

I 1r<--' TS 'I

Fig 2.8: The boundary between CCM and DCM [24]

IL

0 I II. .1 °3T5I I.1
I

.1

Fig 2.9: Discontinuous conduction mode [24]

2.5 PWM Switch Model in CCM:
The PWM switch model representing the dc and small-signal

characteristics of the nonlinear part of the converter, has been illustrated in [20}.

External circuit elements are connected to the switch in such a way as to satisfy the

proper port conditions given in Fig 2.10, i.e. it is ensured that in any condition ports a

and p do not get shorted and in one cycle a is connected to c and in the other cycle p

is connected to c to have continuous current conducting condition in a-c and c-p paths

14
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respectively. The dc and small-signal characteristics of a PWM converter are then

obtained by replacing the PWM switch with its equivalent circuit model as shown in

Fig 2.11.

current POIt

~(t) 0
~

a ic (t) c

~ 1-0 ~
0

0
0.

0.

OJ
~

(J)
c
OJ

co ~
'"

~
0 Vap (t) Vcp(t)

::0
>

u

P

Fig 2.10: The PWMswitch

/

Inductor'
_~ c

Yin
+

a

5w2

w1
-Ls'u

rocap 0-
ro
U

r

Fig 2.11: Boost converter with PWM switch
lI1odel.

Now investigating the invariant relationships between the terminal

currents and voltages of the PWM switch we have the following for the instantaneous

quantities:

.,.()~{~(t).
/" 1

0,

., ()~{V"I'(t).
'C/l l 0,
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However, in de-dc converters the average quantiiies are of greater

importance and hence, for the average terminal quantities from the equations (2.5) and

(2.6) are found as:

(2.7)

(2.8)

Now, perturbing the equations (2.3) and (2.4) with respect to the

variable quantities we have:

(2.9)

(2.10)

The equations (2.9) and (2.10) correspond to the dc and small-signal

model of the PWM switch. The perturbed terminal quantities in the equations (2.9)

and (2.10) can be arrangcd to satisfy the circuit configuration, illustrated in Fig 2.12.

V,Z{> 1\
,.' r f\.)

-J
i"

---d
fa D I) I) {)",

a I] C
C

1\
ie .' Ie

I~ D ',<i

Fig 2.12: DC and small signo/
model ofPWM switch [2U).

Fig 2.13: DC and small signal
model ofPWM switch with ESR
of the output capacitor [20].

In deriving thc equation (2.10), the Equivalent Serics Resistance (ESR)

of the output capacitor has been neglected; if it is intended to be included, equation

(2.10) will be modified as:

(2.11 )

The dc and small signal model of the PWM switch will then be

represented as in Fig 2.13.
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Chapter 3
The Proposed Converter

3.1 The Architecture of the Proposed Converter:
The functional block diagram in Fig 3.1 depicts the basic structure of

the converter. The start-up oscillator starts the chip and raises the output voltage from

zero to a certain level, where the actual PWM operation is initiated. The PWM

operation of the chip is accomplished by two loops: one (current loop) functioning

within the other (voltage loop). The current-sense amplifier, which senses the voltage

across the PMOS switch, extracts the sensed current signal for the current loop, while

the other amplifier taking REF and FB as inputs supplies the sensed voltage signal for

the voltage loop. The current loop is embedded in the voltage loop, ensuring that

sufficient response speed difference exists between the two loops. However, the loop

is completed through a control block namely "Time Control Logic" where a time

generator circuit provides a fixed ON time for a certain input voltage and a minimum

OFF time. The bias select circuit selects the supply for all the circuitry of the

converter either from the input or from the output voltage. The accessories for the

proper, safe and efticient operation are thermal sensor, which protects the chip from

thermal damage due to excessive rise of temperature within it; over-current limiter

that checks the inrush of current from the source, feeding ihe converter; under voltage

lockout block that prevents the logic blocks of the chip from malfunctioning because

oflow voltage; zero-crossing comparator that hinders the current through the inductor

to reverse its polarity and thus back charging of the source from the load side ,when

the output load is low, resulting in efticient operation during the light load condition;

discharge switch which works to dampen the ringing of the inductor current and the

body manage switch that manages the substrate diode of the PMOS switch by

selecting the proper substrate bias from input and output voltages depending on the

operation conditions. These accessories, however, perform their assigned tasks

through a control block called '"Gate Control Logic".

17
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Fig 3.1: Thefunctional block diagram of the converter

3.2 The Basic Operational Principle:

The proposed converter employs OFF time (Boost phase) modulation

technique. The timing diagram in Fig 3.2 explains the operation principle of the loop.

The ON time (Charge phase) is kept constant for a fixed input voltage Vin , in such a

'way that this ON time is inversely proportional to Vin• Each charge phase is initiated

by an error amplifier which senses the valley current through the inductor as the

current sense signal and takes the Band-gap reference and feedback voltage as its

input signals.

18
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Fig 3.2: The operational principle of the converter

The charge phase, however, will be terminated by a time generator

circuit, which generates the required ON time for a fixed input voltage. Referring to

Fig 3.2, it is found that the current -sense signal is proportional to the inductor current

of the time Toff(i.e. during the boost phase). Besides, the difference between the

reference and feedback voltages constitutes the 'error signal'. The 'current sense

19 Q
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signal' and the 'error signal' are compared at their down slopes to yield the logic

signal to initiate a charge phase. As the decision of the loop is being taken at the

valley ofthe inductor current, this methodology is also known as 'valley current sense

mode'. Here the current loop regulates the valley of the inductor current. The

minimum Toffhas been provided to have forceful boosting up of the output capacitor,

when the loop is broken (e.g. during start-up condition, when a load step is applied

etc.).

3.3 The Topological Impact on the Current Loop Oscillation:
This topology provides some inherent features, so that any sort of the

current disturbances may die out within a cycle and does not grow any further. As a

result, unlike the case that is in subsection 2.3 of chapter 2 the current disturbances

will not aggravate. Fig 3.3 illustrates the fact.

Perturbed
inductor
current

Steady
state
inductor
currentt1i

T-+'on 1

_--;-,l
-_..... j ..••.•..•••• _!'

.-- ....•.. -' I :...... ....• ....•. -- . ~ ...........- .•...
_.':::-,...._-:--_._. ._.L._.~._._ .. _._~:-:._._._._._._._._._.- -~ .•._.__ i:

I j Ton2---'--':
., I
t+--+- T I-I . on I

t

Fig 3.3: Topological effect on current disturbances in
the proposed topology of the converter.

For some reasons, with a fixed input voltage i.e. Yin, a current

disturbance t1i occurred (shown by dotted lines in Fig 3.3). As this is a valley current

mode topology, the current loop will keep the valley of the inductor current constant

(Iv in Fig 3.3). As a result, the next cycle will be initiated only if the perturbed

inductor current reaches the valley at its down-slope. Moreover, ON time is constant

for a fixed DC input voltage (Ton=Tonl=T0n2)for this topology and hence the charge

phase of the next cycle will terminateat that fixed ON time. As a result, the perturbed

20



inductor current will just be a replica of the steady state inductor current with a I'>t

shift in time, in the next cyclc. Thus the current disturbance that is got induced in the

currcnt loop is automatically eliminated by the topological features of the converter.

Following the approaches in [25}, let us examine the current loop of

the converter in an alternative way to see the issues of current-loop oscillation and the

way to compensate the loop to avoid the oscillation.

h(O) -m2

Me _.--
fv

( l-d)Ts

Fig 3.4: The current loop with compensation in
the proposed topology of the converter

As mentioned earlier. this converter topology employs the valley-

current mode technique. when the sensed current reaches the programmed current

(illustrated by the dotted line). the boost phase terminates and the charge phase is

initiated. Let's introduce a compensation ramp and as a result, the programmed

current f,. will be perturbed with a slope of Me. Now from the geometry, we have

f,(O)-I11,(I-d)T, ~f,(T,)+M,(I-d)T,

:::::> f, (0) - m,T, + m,dT, = f,(T,) + M,.T, - M,.dT,

:::::>f,(O)-,n,T, +m,T,,,, = f,.(T,)+ M,.T, -M,.T,,,,

and,

f,(T,) + l11,dT,- M,.dT, = f, (T,)

:::::> f,. (T, ) + m,T,,,,-- M,.T,,,,= ',(T,)

21
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For this topology, T"" is fixed for a particular input voltage Vi'" Taking

this into consideration and perturbing the equations eq I & eq2 we have

i (0) = ' (T. )f. I,."

i, (T,) = 7, (T,)

(33)
(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

From the equations (33) and (3.4), we have 7,. (0) = 7" (T,) ; hence

tJ.i,. = 0, Le, any disturbance in the inductor current dies out within a cycle, it is does

not aggravate in cycle by cycle basis, Moreover, if the compensating ramp is not used,

we have 7. (T,) =0 and again 7,(0)=7,.(T,) holds, which ensures that even if no

compensation scheme is introduced, the current disturbances of the converter are

eliminated by the current loop,

3.4 The Modulator Model:

As mentioned in subsection 2,3 in the chapter 2, the actual task in

modeling a converter has been reduced to the development of the model of the

modulator. Following the steps in [4}, a unified modulator model has been derived

here. Fig 3.5 shows inductor current waveforms in steady state, where ml is the

upslope, -m] is the down-slope and M,. is the slope of the compensating ramp. The

geometries of the waveforms provide fundamental information for derivation of a

modulator model.

Finding the values of il and i2 at the respective middle points of the

triangles we have:

I
i, = 1,. + M .dT, + - m,dT,.( '2 .

i, = 1,. +M .dT, +.~lI1,d'T,• ,. 2 .

where, d' = (I-d) (3.7)
For a switch.mode converter, the etlective voltage v'l! across the

switches is found in terms of input terminal voltage Vi and the output terminal voltage

v"' by the following expression [4]:
(3.8)

Where,a, /3 E {O,I},
For a boost converter, a =0 and /3=] and hence from (3.8) we have,

~=~ (3.9)
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dT,
T

(l-d)T, -- '
t

Fig 3.5: Geometries of the inductor currents in steady states
for obtaining the modulator model of the proposed converter.

Again. the slope of the inductor current through an inductor of
inductance L. during the charge cycle.

~ (3.1~
lUI =-

L

And the input-output relationship of a boost converter operating in

Continuous Conduction Mode at the duty cycle d.

v =~
" \-d

(3.11 )

From the equations (3.7). (3.9), (3.\ 0) and (3.11) we have the
following relationship:

v,."d' (3.12)
m =_.-, L

Therefore, from (3.5) and (3.12) we have:

" = 1,. +M .dT + -'-(ddT )1".//
l .\ 2L .' ~

= 1,. + KM, + 2
1
L(Kd' ) v,:"
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Where K is a constant, as dT, =Tm,. which is a constant number for a

fixed input voltage, in this topology.

Equation (3.13) is a unilled large-signal expression which describes

how a duty cycle d is determined. Small-signal information can be derived by its

perturbation. Now differentiating the equation (3.13) partially, with respect to the

variables, we have the following relationship:

" K '
i, = i,. + KM, + 2L [D'v", -dV'I']

K ' , , K
=> - v""d = (i, - i,) +-- D'v," + KM,2L . 2L'
, I " K

:.d= K [(i.-i')+2LD'v':II+KM,]
.V
2L "11

= F",[(I, - I,) + K' v'll + K"]

= F",[(f, - 0) + K'( v'lI + ~:)

= F",[(I, - I,) + K'(v':11 + y)]

(3.14)

(3.15)

From the Equations (3.14) and (3.15) the following identification can
be made in Fig 3.6.

F =_1_
III K

--- V
2L ':11

K,=K D'
2L

K"=KM,

K"
y=--

K'
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Fig 3.6: The small signalloll'jreqllency model ojthe
proposed converter.

v

y

Hence unlike the modulator model that has been derived in [4]. it is

found that the gain of the modulator Fm is duty cycle independent. Again. if the slope

signal is eliminated, we will have Mc=O and hence from equations (3.15), (3.18) and

(3.19) the following relationship is derived:

(3.20)

Hence, from the equation (3.20). it is evident that the slope

compensating signal does not affect the gain of the modulator, which, itself, is duty

cycle independent. Moreover, inductor current averaging technique would not be

applied here; rather, pulse-by-pulse decision of the current loop will be employed ..
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All active devices are built on-chip. The device needs only one power inductor and

input-output capacitor as the external components.

3.5 Other Necessary Information:
This converter has been practically implemented using 0.5 um single

poly double metal processes. The pin configuration and the typical application

diagram of the converter have been mentioned in Fig 3.7:

/
4.7U

capacitor
COUT

4.7U
,---f--V v

L1
inductor

Single 1 IN B
__MCell VI! VOLIt

- capacitor 2 3.3V,100mA
~CIN

13ND OUT 5

resistor
-- Ol~ P1

4.7U 2- I=s EN~< OFF 2301< ~-~

~

resistor
P2

f 100K

,7

+

Fig 3.7: The pin configuration & the typical application
diagram of the converter

TVDe
._----_._-------- -

Name Pin Function --
SW 1 Switch Inductor is connected bet\veen SW and IN. --
GND 2 Ground Ground pin -

rB 3 Feedback
Adjustable feedback input. resistor voltage divider is connected
between FB & OUT, to have required outnut voltage. ._.-

EN 4 Enable EN-Hil!h: normal op~r<llion:_________ .-

OUT 5
Analog Boost regulator output.
outnut.

IN 6 Batterv innut. Boost rel!ulator innut.

Brief Pin Description:
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Chapter 4
Implementation of the Proposed Converter

The overall functional blocks can be grouped into the following

categories:

1. Supply (bias currents and voltages) related blocks.

2. Loop-settling blocks.

3. Switches.

4. Performance enhancement and safety related blocks.

5. Start-up blocks.

6. Main Control Block.

Let's have a closer view of the above mentioned categories.

4.1Supply related blocks:
These blocks and sub-blocks are responsible for providing necessary

bias voltages and currents to all other functional blocks. The supply related blocks

are:

a) Reference:
Reference block is the heart of all the supply related blocks. This

consists of a precise band-gap core. The principle of the band-gap core relies on two

groups of transistors running at different emitter current densities. This difference in

the current densities cause a difference between the base-emitter voltages. let's call it

!!.VBE.
From the large signal behavior of the bipolar transistor and neglecting

the base current (for high ~F) of it. we have the following relationship

and
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(4.4)

where, II = I", '" I",
&1, =1", ",In'
Is => saturation current.
A =>base - emitter junction areao! a bipolar transistor.

,'. A V",, = VIII" - VH",

= (KT) In(.:!l)
q A,

I A,
= V,. n(-)

A,
For I,=h i.e in the balanced condition of the band-gap core.

Vr=(KT), is called thermal voltage.
q

The core, used in the design. has the em itter area ratio of 8: 1, i.e.

A I.A2=8: J and it is shown in the Fig 4.1.

8

1
QN2

qnpn1x

8X

resistor
R1

30K

resistor
R2

170K

oz
(9

BG qnpn1:<

1X

Fig 4.1: The basic Band-gap core used in
the converter.
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In the design, the rich transistor will runs at 8 times the density of the

lean ones, and a factor 01'8 will cause a 54 mv (i.e. 26mv*ln8) delta between the base-

emitter voltages of the two groups. This delta voltage is usually amplified by a factor

of about 10 and added to a VBEvoltage, i.e.

1= /lVHIC

RI '
BG = 21R2 + VHIC

R2
= 2/l VH" m + VHIC

170K
:. BG= 2(54mv)-- + 0.6

30K
= 1.212V

The beauty of the band-gap reference is the weighted summation of

the VBEterm, which decreases at the rate of about -2 m.v;oC, and the (delta-VBE term)

which grows at about + 2 m.v.l°C, to achieve an overall Temperature Coefficient

(Tempco) that is substantially zero. As a result, this band-gap voltage remains almost

constant with the change in temperature.
Moreover, this circuit uses a feedback loop to establ ish an operating

point in the circuit such that the output voltage is equal to a VBE plus a voltage

proportional to the difference between the two base-em itter voltages. If the special

measures are not taken, the band-gap circuit halts to other of its two possible solutions

i.e. 0 and VBE In Fig 4.2, the measures to get rid of those problems have been

illustrated. At the beginning of the operation. when the 'SHUT" is released. emitters

of 153, 154 and 155 remains at the same potential, as no voltage has been built up. A

current (called initial current) set by the ON resistance of MPI6, flows from the

supply to the base of 153 and its operation is initiated. A 2X current of the initial one

is drawn by 154 from the diode connected PMOS MP7. Again. this current of MP7 is

amplifiedAO times by MPS and a portion of this huge current is injected to the band-

gap core via 157 and thus the core comes out of the zero solution. Similarly. measures

have been taken so that the band-gap voltage does not stop at VBE. The simulation

result of the temperature coefficient of the reference voltage has been illustrated in

Fig 4.3, it is seen that, the variation of the band-gap voltage is very negligible over

room temperature range (Fig 4.3).
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Fig 4.2: Techniques to avoid unexpected solutions of Band-gap in 1he converter
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b) Bias Current Generating Block:

This block provides adjustable bias currents for various functional

blocks of the converter based on the operating conditions; Le. whether the converter is

in the start-up mode or in the normal operational mode. The basic structure of the

block has been illustrated in Fig 4.4. It also generates signal to indicate if the

converter is in the start-up or normal operating-mode. In the start-up mode, a supply-

based finely regulated current is provided by this block to have the blocks relevant to

this mode to operate smoothly. There are two fail-safe signals available in the

converter, one comes from the reference, the under-voltage lock-out signal, that points

to the fact that the band-gap voltage is ready and the other comes from this Bias

Current Generating Block that indicates if the supply reaches a certain safe limit.

When both the conditions are true Le. the band-gap voltage is ready and the supply

has reached a certain safe limit, a logic signal is generated that makes all the

operational blocks to take the bias current from the reference block rather than this

bias current generating block.

Supply
>~
2:~
0;

~
E
0~--R - '"~n::

I curren\1
t:

Regulator T
-,>-r l -7( '-,.,-

Under Voltage Lock-out
from Reference ,
~

/

I Bias Current
j' to all cktsr

> , /

S'Jpply high signal
from Bias ckt

Fig 4.4: Basic structure of the bias-current generating block of the
converter.
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c) Supply Selector:

The bias to all the circuitry of the chip is supplied either from the input

voltage or from the output voltage depending on the conditions of the two voltages.

At the starting, when the output voltage level is building from zero, the bias to the

circuitry is provided from the input voltage bus. Once the output voltage builds up

enough to exceed the input level, the supply bus is switched to be fed from the output

voltage. This facilitates some of the blocks like driver of the switches, error-amplifier

etc. to have faster transient response. The aforesaid switching is accomplished by a

block called 'Supply Selector'. This circuit is designed to work at the very low

voltage level. As shown in Fig 4.5, a comparator checks the two voltage levels. In the

beginning of the operation, input voltage is higher. I-Ience supply bus is fed from the

input voltage through the switch sw2. As the output voltage builds and exceeds the

input voltage, the comparator trips causing the switch sw2 to open and sw I to close.

Hence, the supply bus gets connected to the output pin and supply is provided from

the output voltage.

Output
Voltage sw1

OUT
Supply Bus

+ SUPPLY
IN

Input
Voltage

sw2

Fig 4.5: Basic structure of the supply selector Mock of the
converter.

The comparator used for this purpose has been illustrated in Fig 4.6. A

hysteresis has been added to the comparator such that output voltage needs to rise

above the input voltage to some extent, to have the 'YOUP' signal of the comparator
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'HIGH'. The trans- conductance, gm, of the dcvicc POUT is less than that of PIN.

Hence the MaS POUT needs more source to gate voltage excursion than that of PIN

to have the same tli . and thus hysteresis is added.

vee

IN

VOUT

IN BIAS2)

N BIASl

GND

20
4
2 POUT

x

20
0.5

''']'• I
20

NOUT ~

20
4

PIN 8

20
0.5

NC4

1
2

I
20
2

NIN 2

11 X2 12

VSS
OUP

Fig 4.6: The comparator usedfor the supply selector block of the
converter.
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VDD
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40
0.5

SOU 15

GND

VDD NANDI
H1

VSS

VDD

x2
16

VSS

z
(5

s 5
0.5
40

Fig 4.7: The switching portion of the supply selector block
of the converter.

The basic switching portion of the block has been illustrated in Fig 4.7.

Two MaS switches 'sour and 'SIN" are there to connect YOUT and YIN bus to

the yee bus, based on the condition of the signal ('YaUP") derived from the

comparator.
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4.2 Loop-settling blocks:
The normal loop operation of the stcp-up regulator is pcrformcd by

thcsc blocks; an crror amplifier and a time generating circuit fall into the category of

the loop-settling blocks.

a) Error Amplifier:
The Error Amplifier block is in fact an open loop uncompensated

comparator that takes the band-gap reference voltagc, fcedback voltage (portion of

output voltage taken-off by a suitable resistive divider), the voltage at the switch pin

and the output voltage as input signals. This amplifier yields a digital signal called

'charge' that initiates the charging cycle of the boost regulator. The basic structure of

the error-amplifier has been illustrated in Fig 4.8. The input differential pair for

Reference Error
signal

B

Feedback av
To the
Time-generator block

gm
1/Gm Av2 ---jCHARGE >

Voltage at

Jthe switch pin gmJnv
sw

gm

Current
Output voltage

sense
signal

UT Gm2
----7

gm lOUT

Fig 4.8: The basic structure of the error-amplifier of the
converter.

REF and FB has been built with MOSFETs and stages of voltage gain have been

applied to gain up the differential signal. Differential pairs with gate-drain connected
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loads (as shown in Fig 4.9) have been used for the various gain stages in the Avl

block in Fig 4.8.

VDD
10
4

PM4 4

10
0.5

PC4 4

5 5
4 4

Ml 10 10 M3
~ I @]

REFO

4 4
30 30

M2 2 2 1v14

VSS

Fig 4.9: A voltage gain stage used in the error-
amplifier of the converter.

The differential voltage gain of the pair shown in Fig 4.9 is calculated

as following:

=gm,(_l )
gm2

f2iJ3:
=
~21"fJ,
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=~~:
WI.
LI

= W,

L,

r~
= 6.85

Hence, if the difference between the signal REF and FB is 10mV, the

difference between the signal REFO and FBO will be 68.5mV. Another stage

cascaded with this stage, will further amplify the difference. In this way, the Avl

block will gain up the difference between the input signals. Arter amplification in the

Av I block, two more signals are found at R 1 and F 1 nodes and these node voltages

are then converted into current signals by trans-conductance blocks, gm I yielding IR I

and IFI respectively. The difference between these two signals produces 'Error

Signal'. The voltage signals at the SW and OUT pins are directly converted to current

signals using similar trans-conductance blocks, without any sort of amplification. The

difference between these two current signals will produce 'Current sense signal' (Fig

4.8). Before obtaining 'Error signal' the difference between the reference and

feedback voltage has been amplified, whereas, the voltage at SW and OUT pins are

directly converted to current signals. Hence, the -Current sense signal' has more

linearity than the' Error signal'. Moreover, as the number of the stages from reference

and feedback nodes to the summing node is larger than that from SW and OUT nodes

to the same point, the response of the 'Current sense signal' is faster than that of the

'Error signal', on pulse by pulse basis. This ensures the path of the current signal to be

faster than that of the voltage signal. This has been done intentionally, as it is one of

the requirements for a loop, having another loop inside it, to be stable. The 'Current

sense signal' and the 'Error signal' are then algebraically summed and the resultant

signal is converted to a voltage signal by a I/Gm block (as shown in Fig 4.8). As

shown in Fig 4.10, the current signals have been added on the basis of the
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Fig 4.10: Addition of current signals & tram/ormation of current
signals to a voltage signal in the error amplifier of the converter.

required polarity of the signals corresponding to reference. feedback. switch and

output voltages. The node 'SUM' is a high impedance node and therefore. a small

difference between i I and i2 will cause the node to move to a huge quantity. based on

the polarity of the difference. And finally. the 'SUM' signal is gained up. using a

single stage gain block, Av2, as shown in Fig 4.11. The single stage gain block is, in

fact, it basic CMOS inverter, where one device serves as a common-source amplifier

(NM2) and the other device acts as an active load (PM I). NC2 and PC I are NMOS

and PMOS cascode devices used to reduce the transient response time of the node

'PRELOGIC' by minimizing the effect of the parasitic gate-source and gate-drain

capacitances associated with NM2 and PM I. Among these. the gate-qrain capacitance

is the most troublesome due to the Miller effect. Since the
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(
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0.5 VDD

NC1 3 PRELOGIC TRIG
IN BIAS3) I 5 x1 CHARGE

0.5 VSS
NC2 1

N BIAS2 13uA16
4

NM1 3 4
IN BIAS1 >--1 0.5

NM2 1
SUM

GND

Fig 4.11: The single stage gain block used in the error
amplifier of the converter.

Miller-effect capacitance reflected to the input depends on the voltage gain at the

drain of NM2; it can be kept low by making(W I L)",,,, '" (W I L)",." as it is evident

from the equation (4.5). Neglecting the body effect, the voltage gain from the point

'SUM' to the drain ofNM2, in Fig 4.\ 0, we have the following relationship:

(WIL)"""
(WIL)""
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Moreover, the cascode connection increases the output impedance by a

certain factor. Considering that, both NC2 and NM2 operate in active region, with 10

=3uA and VA=50V, we have the output resistance rnof each trans.istor given by,

VAro =-
I"
50

= 3x 10-'
= 16.67 MQ

Now, if the resistance looking into the drain ofNC2 is Rn2, we have the

following relationship:

(4.6)

Hence, using the values for the parameters. we've from the equation

(4.6),

Rill = 16.67 x 10' x (1+~(2x 3 xl 0-6 X 60 x 10-6 X 10) x 16.67 x 10" )+ 16.67 x 10'
= 16.7GQ

Hence voltage gainA" from the node 'SUM' to 'PRELOGIC' is given

by

AI' = gm"m2 x R02

= ~(2x 3x 10-" x 60x 10-(' X 8) x 16.7 x 10"

= 896.2

Therefore, a small excursion of the 'SUM' signal is gained up to the

rail-to-rail excursion using this stage.
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b) Time Generator:

Time generator generates the ON time that is inversely proportional to

the input voltage and the minimum OFF time. Moreover. it controls the duration of

the charge and the boost phases based on different conditions of the overall chip.

Time generator can be divided into two parts; I) Analog Part & 2) Logic Part.

The Analog Part has been shown in Fig 4.12. The basic principle of

this time generation process depends on the well known property of a capacitor. being

charged by a current source. We know. for a capacitor of capacitance C, being

charged by a fixed current I, meets the following condition:

I 6.V
-=-
C 6.1

(4.7)

Considering the generation of ON time. when CHR signal is TRUE

(BST signal is FALSE, simultaneously) the switches SWI. SW2 & SW3 will be

opened and the switch SW4 will be closed. As a result. the capacitor c(=3.6pf) will be

charged by the constant current ml. A ramp. starting from 0, will be generated at the

node B 1. At that span of time, the node TON will be pulled to a high voltage

(supply).When this ramp exceeds the base.emitter voltage of QON. it will turn ON

and will pull down the node TON: Now ON time will be the span of time from the

instant CHR signal becoming TRUE to the instant QON turning ON (as illustrated in

the timing diagram in Fig 4.14). The current I is generated as:

I = V'N - V"'i
R,

:::} Ia V
'N

(4.8)

(4.9)

Again, rewriting equation (4.7). in terms of VUE and Ton, we

have

I VHli-=-C ?:m
CVH1

:::> T,m =--
I

J
=> T;ma-

I
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Hence. from the equations (4.9) and (4.10) we have the following

relationship:
(4.11 )

The relationship in equation (4.11) is one of the unique features of the

loop in normal operation.

TOFF

QOF.
qnpn1x

sw8

ml
oS;

sw7

11

lD

ml
o
S;

sw3
resistor
Rl

740K

5

1

. qnpn1x

SST
CHR
GND

01 QN

qnpn1x
sw1

c
36pf

sw c
1pi

Fig 4.12: The analog part of the time-generator Mock
of the converter.
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Fig 4.13: The overall time-generator block
of the converter.
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Fig 4.14: The ON time to be extracted in
time-generator block of the converter.
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On the other hand, the digital part, consisting of some asynchronous latches and logic

gates, converts the signal, generated discretely on TON and TOFF nodes, to the PWM

signal as required by the system depending on all the prevailing conditions, e.g. the

conditions when the current-loop breaks or when the peak current through the

inductor reaches the current limit or when the converter runs at the discontinuous

conduction mode etc. The asynchronous latches are actually reset dominant flip-

flops.
Depending upon the signal from the error-amplifier Le. 'charge' in the

Fig 4.13, the whole Time Generator block produces necessary signals for the system.

Based on some conditions of the 'charge' signal, the results have been illustrated in

the timing diagrams on Fig 4. J 5 & Fig 4. J 6.

Case:!

CHARGE

t
~

ILjM

,
t,,,,,,

OUT TOFF-MIN TOFI'-MIN
,,

TONu TONa
( IIV'N) ( IIV'N)

t

Fig 4. J 5: The output signal. in time unit . .!iJr open loop
operation of the time generator block oFthe converter.
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Case:2

CHARGE

,,,,
OUT

,,

TON a TOFF> TONll

( IN'N) TOFF-MIN ( IN'N)

Fig 4.16: The output signal, in time unil.for normal loop
operation of time generator block oflhe converter.

As shown in Fig 4.15, (case:l) the error-amplifier has produced a

prolonged 'charge' signal, which takes place at the open-loop condition. As a result,

the time-generator block is producing timing signal of ON time inversely proportional

to the input voltage and OFF time equal to the minimum off time of the block. As

soon as the current limit is hit, ON time terminates. In Fig 4.16 (case:2), the error-

amplifier is producing regular signal, which is the case for normal loop operation.

Hence, the time-generator block is producing timing signal of ON time inversely

proportional to the input voltage but now OFF time is the required OFF time needed

to have the expected duty cy.cle and of course. this OFF time is greater than the

minimum OFF time of the block.

A real time transient simulation result has been shown in Fig 4.17. A

prolonged 'Charge' signal has been applied and the input voltage has been swept from

IV to 4V. As a result, the Time Generator block will run at the minimum OFF time

(TofT.min),which is invariant of the input voltage. and the ON time (Ton) will decrease

with the increase of the input voltage.
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Fig 4.17: Simulation result o/the time generator with the change in input
voltage

From Fig 4.17, it is evident that the minimum OFF time is 150 nS and

this time is retaining its value though the ON time is changing with the input voltage.
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4.3 Switches:
This converter is a synchronous boost regulator. Hence two switches,

namely NSW (NMOS switch) and PSW (PMOS switch), are switched alternately for

the charge and the boost phase, respectively. Since most of the silicon area is used up

for the two power devices, it is required to optimize the given silicon area for the

efficient operation of the converter. In designing of the switches several factors are

taken into account:

a). Total resistance,

b). the percentage of channel resistance in total resistance,

c). the current carrying capability of each segment of the switch.

In order to increase the efficiency of the converter, one of the

requirements is to reduce the /2R loss of the switches and for that purpose the total

resistance of the switch needs to be reduced. Total resistance includes channel

resistance, parasitic resistances of metal layers, metal to metal contact, metal to

diffusion contact and diffusion resistance. However, this reduction, for a given silicon

area, depends on some parameters like the aspect ratio of the switches, orientation of

the switches, the pitch of the segments, the number of metal layers, the number of

contacts among different metal layers or between metal layer and diffusion etc.

We want to have the total resistance dominated by the channel

resistance, as it is the more predictable part than any other sorts of resistance of the

switch. The channel resistance, as we know, is derived by the following relationship:

1
R"',;:::----

P(V g,-V,)

To have the effect of the other resistances of the switch, minimized,

several metal layers (at least 2) are used in parallel, number of metal to metal and

metal to diffusion contacts etc. are increased.

Each type of metal has a safe current carrying capacity, above which

there may have some destructive effect. Hence, while designing a switch, special care

has to be taken in this respect.

Referring to Fig 4.18, a segment of switch with only 4 layers has been

illustrated. Here metal layer is the top most layers, and then contact, then polysilicon

and diffusion lies in the bottom most position.
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Fig 4.18: A sample segment of a switch used in
the converter.

The switch segment shown in Fig 4.18, consists of four fingers of

breadth B, two of which are connected to Port E and the remaining two connected to

Port F. At first, the current enters the two fingers connected to port E, through the

metal layer in the X direction. It then flows downward in the Z direction through the

contacts to the diffusion and reaching the diffusion area it then flows in the Y

direction through the channels in that plane, underneath the poysilicon gates, comes

upward through the contacts to the metal layer of the fingers connected to Port F.

Hence, for the channel resistance we have,

As W of each finger is increased or gate length L is decreased or both,

the channel resistance is decreased and vice-versa. Again, for the parasitic resistance

of metal and diffusion, we have,

WRa-
x B
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Hence, with W the parasitic resistance of the switch increases. Hence,

to have total resistance minimized and the contribution of channel resistance to the

total resistance, maximized, an optimization is needed. Moreover, for the same area,

these two features will be changed with aspect ratio, orientation of the switch with

respect to the direction of current flow etc. Besides, the breadth B of each finger has

to be optimized for the maximum current density.

(Y)

o
170
0.7

NSW 111
~~I-c-------,

(Y)

(f)

Fig 4.19: The NSW. of the converterJor the
simulation purpose

For the simulation purpose, the switch is modeled as shown in Fig

4.19. Here a normal NMOS is used with its size calculated considering the required

optimization of all the resistances for a given area. The channel resistance is

calculated by SPICE from its information of size. The resistances for the parasitic

elements are lumped in each side of the MOS, as shown.
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4.4 Performance Enhancement and Safety Related Blocks:

Some of these blocks enhance the overall performance and ensure safe

operation by providing enough drive to a huge gate, stopping the voltage across the

PSW to go to zero and eventually becoming negative; again some blocks limits

current through the inductor to go above a certain level, prevent the turning ON of the

two switches simultaneously etc. The performance and safety related blocks are

namely:

a. The Current Limiter:

The Current Limiter block senses the peak current through the inductor

during the charge phase of it and limits that current to a safe level for that inductor.

An inductor has a current bearing capability beyond which it may saturate and ceases

to have its inductive effect or it may burn (as it is the case for an air-core inductor).

The Current Limiter, used in the chip, is actually a comparator, which compares the

peak inductor current during the charge phase to a programmed current level and

~
Ramp current
for sense
voltage

resistor
14

R2

it
(f)
z
wt= (f)

Fixed current
for program
voltage >

(')
o
IX
0-

resistor
15

R1

ILiM

Fig 4.20: The operational methodology of the currentlimiler of
the converter
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trips when the aforesaid peak current exceeds that programmed level. The peak and

programmed currents are, however, converted to voltage levels. using resistors (Fig

4.20), before the comparison is accomplished, As shown in the Fig4.21, ISuA current

is passing through the program resistor R I (R=8.222K) to have the progrimi voltage at

the node 'PROGY'=123mY. The node 'CS' is connected to the sense resistor, through

which a portion of the inductor peak current flows. The portion of the current flowing

through the resistor connected at the node 'CS' generates a sense voltage, In normal
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Fig 4.21: The implementation of the current limiter of the
converter

operation, this sense voltage remains lower than the program voltage at 'PROGY',

causing the drain-source voltage of 011' I to be lower than that of 011'2, in Fig 4.21.

As a result, the node '!'RILM' is pulled below the threshold voltage of the MOS

'GAIN', because of the higher strength of 011'2, When the peak current through the

inductor exceeds the programmed limit, the voltage at the node 'CS' becomes higher

than that at the node 'PROGY' causing the MOS 011'2 to squeeze in strength. As a

result, the push current at the node 'PRILM' becomes higher than the pull current at
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that node and the node is pulled above the threshold voltage of the MOS 'GAIN',

causing it to operate as a gain element. Hence, 'ILIMB' is then pulled down to the

ground rail causing the 'ILIM' signal to be TRUE.

de simulation of current limiter
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Fig4.22: TheDC simulation o/the current limiter o/the
COTlVerter

The block level DC simulation result of the current limiter block has

been shown in Fig 4.22. The sense voltage at CS is proportionate to the inductor

current during the charge phase. Hence, the voltage at CS has been swept, maintaining

all the conditions of the charge phase, for the simulation purpose. It is seen that as

soon as the sense voltage at CS, reaches the program voltage level, the ILIM signal

trips.
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b. The Zero Current Comparator:

This chip has the provision to operate efficiently in the light load.

condition. When the output load of thc converter becomes so low that the charge of

the inductor is not fully replcnishcd during the boost phase, the inductor nceds to

reverse the current flowing through it during that phase to conserve the volt-second

across it. This reversal of the inductor current polarity causes back charge to the

source and hence it affects the efficiency of the chip. Hence, to improve the

efficiency, this back-charging needs to be stopped. The Zero Current Comparator

senses the current through the P-switch during the boost phase and shuts the switch

when the current through it tends to reverse its polarity. However, an offset has been

added to this block (Fig 4.23), so that the comparator trips before the current through

the P-switch goes to the zero. This offset has been added to account for the response

delay of the comparator, i.e. it is provided so that the inductor current does not reverse

its polarity by the time the comparator responds.

IVOUT) +J
"-"+;

OFFSET

+

SW

Fig 4.23: The light load protection scheme of the
converter

As shown in Fig 4.24, the Zero Current Comparator consists of a

differential pair with input devices at the common gate configuration. The offset has

been provided in thc required polarity with a MOS operating in the linear region. In
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Fig 4.24: Implementation of the light load protection scheme of
the converter.

the normal operating condition the voltage at the SW pin remains high enough than

that at the VOUT pin, in the boost phase. But when the regulator runs in the light

load condition, the voltage at the SW pin tends to be lower than that at the VOUT pin.

Now the offset has been added in such an amount that in the normal operation, during

the boost phase, [V(SW)min +offset] > V(VOUT). During the light load condition,

when [V(SW) + offset] tries to be lower than V(VOUT), the node 'PRELOG' trips.

However, by the time the comparator responds finally, the signal ZX transmits to the

control block and the transmitted signal is processed to turn OFF the PSW, the

voltage at the SW pin rolls down to a much lower level. But it is guaranteed for all the
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possible voltage and temperature levels that the PSW is turned off at V(SW) >

V(VOUT).

For 3.3V source-gate voltage of the MaS PM3 and taking Kp=

20xl0--6 and Vrh=0.8V, we have

R = I
d.-on P(V - V )

,\'~ III

1
=
20 X 10-6 X 32 X (3.3 - 0.8)

= 6250

:. offset = (625 X 40 xl 0-6)

= 25mV.

If the ON resistance of the PSW during the boost phase is 0.50,

neglecting the response delay of the comparator, the light load protection scheme will

function when the current through the PSW during the boost phase falls down to

jOma. However, this threshold of the light load protection scheme will change with

the supply, as the response delay of the comparator depends greatly on that.

C. The Thermal Sensor:

The thermal sensor helps to limit the total power dissipation in the

chip. When the junction temperature exceeds a certain limit, the thermal sensor

generates logic to turn OFF the chip. The chip is again turned ON, when the

temperature drops by a certain amount. The thermal sensor has been implemented

using an NPN transistor, considering the dependence of the base-emitter voltage

relationship with temperature.

As illustrated in Fig 4.25, the NPN transistor QI plays the main role in

implementing the thermal sensor. In normal temperatureQ 1 is so biased that, it

remains OFF. As the temperature within the chip started rising, the base-emitter

voltage of Q I falls gradually, as the base-emitter voltage has negative temperature

dependence. At one point, when the temperature exceeds a certain limit, Q I turns ON,

for the given bias condition at 'BlAS_2', resulting in generation of the" logic

'FAULT', which turns the chip OFF through the main control block. The simulation

result of the thermal fault condition has been illustrated in Fig 4.26.
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d. Switch Drivers with the Provision for Commutation:

The huge switches need enough gate drive to have efficient and fast

switching. If devices of the minimum geometry want to drive a huge gate, the

capacitance at the gate will affect the response time of it severely, as the transient

drive to that gate will not be sufficient to charge that. Hence drive to a large gate has

to be provided in stages, where devices of each of the stages are of higher geometry

than the stages driving them. So, if the devices of a stage is 2X larger than those of the

stage driving it, the inter.stage delay will be smaller than for the configuration where

devices ofa stage are of higher multiple (say 3X or 4X) than its pre.driving stage. But

in the later case, the number of stages will be less than that in the former, which may

result in less amount of overall response delay from the input node to the output node,

though inter.stage delay in this respect is higher. Hence, an optimization, regarding

the multiple of devices of the successive stages and the number of the stages are

required to find out in order to minimize the overall response delay. Again, increasing

the number of stages will increase the switching loss which will affect the efficiency

of the chip. So, the optimized number of stages may not yield the required

optimization regarding the efficiency of the converter. So, two.dimensional

optimization is needed here. It is calculated that in order to minimize the response

delay, the muliiple of the successive stages should be set to 5, but in order to

minimize the switching loss, the number of the stages has to be reduced and it is set

that if multiple is set to 10, both the purposes are served. Besides, it has been

guaranteed that both switches are not turned ON simultaneously, rather the switches

are operated in the 'break then make' manner, i.e. before turning ON a switch, it is

made sure that the other switch has been turned OFF. This prevents a huge inrush of

current from the output node to the ground through the two switches.

As shown in Fig 4.27, skewed inverters have been used as pre.drivers

of both the NSW and PSW. The skewed drivers are in a direction such that, in both

the cases, the switches will need more time to turn ON than to turn OFF. Moreover,

the skewed inverters in the feedback paths are so arranged that the command signals

of turning OFF gates are passed slowly to the input of the pre-drivers of the

complementary switches. This phenomenon ensures the total turn OFF of a gate

before the turning ON of the complementary gate and thus makes the principle 'Break

then make' for the switches, effective. The devices of the stages 'INY2' and 'INY4'

are 10 times larger than those in the stages 'INY l' and 'INY3' respectively.
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Fig 4.27: Implementation of the switch drivers of the
converter.

Let the above statements be clarified more explicitly. When DIN is

'HIGH' the pre-driver stages wait for the feedback signal 'FB_PB' to be 'HIGH'

from the 'PG' node to turn ON the NSW through the node 'NG'. When it gets that

feedback signal, i.e. FB_PB is 'HIGH', the skewed pre-driver stage comprising of

MP2 and MN2 turns ON the 'NG' node slowly. Again, when DIN goes 'LOW', the

skewed pre-driver stage turns OFF the node 'NG' fast. The huge gate connected at

'NG' will need some time to turn OFF completely. To account for this delay, the

signal at 'NG' at that time is transmitted slowly via feedback path to the PSW and this

is accomplished by the skewed inverter comprising ofMP4 and MN4. When 'NG' is

LOW MP4 will pull up the node 'FB_N' slowly as the strength at that direction has

been reduced by skewing the inverter with the resistor 'R2'. The same mechanism has

been employed for driving the PSW. The simulation result has been illustrated in Fig

4.28. Moreover an example for driving a large NMOS gate by pre-driving stages of

multiple 10 has been shown in Fig 4.29. The PMOS devices have been adjusted to

have 2.5X higher geometry than that of NMOS devices for symmetry.
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Fig 4.29: Example of the way of staging of the driver
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4.5 Start-up blocks:
There are some blocks and sub-blocks that enable the regulator to start

its operation when it is powered up. These blocks are:

a. Oscillator:

The operation of the converter is initiated by an oscillator that is a one

sort of ring-oscillator type. Fig 4.30 illustrates its functional structure. It runs at 66%

duty cycle and this duty cycle is intended to guarantee the output voltage to be raised

above a certain level (in this case; the level of voltage at which the reference comes

out of the Under Voltage Lock-out state, i.e. 2.1 V)

...J
CL
CL
::>
if>

Chip Shutdown
signal

Enable signal
of Oscillator

66% Duty Cycle
Block

Blank Ckt &
Control Technique BlANK

Fig 4.30: The basic functional structure of the oscillator used in
the converter

from the minimum input voltage (typically O.SV), satisfying all the process conditions

and temperature levels. The bi-stable condition of the oscillator is set by an RC

network, Schmitt-trigger and inverters and 66% duty cycle is set by D flip-flops. This

oscillator is kept in the blank state, for a certain time, when the chip is powered up so

that in the charging cycle the inductor peak current does not reach a destructive limit

but the current limit block is not ready due to the response delay.
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b. Block with thc Start-up Logic:
The fixed frequency oscillator with 66% duty cycle plays the main role

during the start-up condition. The logic block for the start-up condition is, therefore,

simple. Only three conditions are watched during the start-up mode and these are:

a).whether current-limit is reached during the 66% ON time,

b).whether the output voltage exceeds the input voltage, and

c). whether the reference is ready.

If current limit is reached during the ON time, it is terminated. When the output

voltage exceeds the input voltage, the supply to the whole chip is switched from the

input bus to the output bus and when the reference is also ready, the start-up oscillator

is stopped and the normal PWM operation is initiated.

4.6 The Main Control Block:
This block consists of logic gates and latches, and it integrates and

manages all the digital signals generated from the analog blocks in a sequential and

proper manner. The operation ofthis block has been summarized in the table below:

Case Conditions Actions

1. All the blocks of the converter turn

ON.

2. Signal from the error-amplifier is

1. 'EN' => 'HIGH'=> blanked.

(chip turns ON) 3. The supply of all the blocks=Vin'
A

2. Vin>Vou1orVOU1=O. 4. The substrate of the PMOS switch

gets connected to Yin.

5. The start-up fixed frequency

oscillator (D=66%) starts running,

with an initial blanking.

I. 'EN'=>'HIGH' I. The chip still runs at fixed frequency.

2. Vin>Vuul. 2. The supply of all the blocks=Vin.
B

3. UVLOB=> 'HIGH'

(supply2:2.1 ).

1. All the conditions I. Actions of B sustain.
C

in B are TRUE. 2. The charge phase is terminated when
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2. ILlM=> HIGH ILIM=> HIGH and the boost phase is

(current limit is initiated (D<66% for that cycle).

reached).

1. The start-up oscillator stops running.

2. The blanking of the signal from the

error-amplifier is removed.

1. Conditions 1 & 3 of 3. The converter runs at maximum %D

B =>TRUE. (at minimum Toff).

D 2. Vin<Vout. 4. As 'IUM' is reached while running

3. V outSVout~regn at maximum %D, ON time

terminates for that cycle.

5. The supply of all the blocks=Voul.

\..[) 6. When the VOUI reaches the regulation

~
point, PWM operation is initiated.

2. PMOS switch is turned OFF.-::J
'() 1. ILOAD low, 3. The next charge phase is initiated
--.... E V(SW),,-,Oduring when VOUI falls below the regulation

the boost phase. point.

1. The converter will run freely by the

start-up oscillator.

2. VOUI will grow and at one point it will

1. The output voltage is exceed Vin and oscillator will be
set in such a way that stopped.

F. Vout-rcgn<Vin,=>set for 3. But Vout>Voul-regn,so error-amplifier

abnormal boost will not initiate a charge phase.

converter operation. 4. The VOUI will decrease and when it

will again fall below Vin, the

oscillator will be enabled and Vout

will grow again.
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\. B, C or 0 is TRUE. \. The chip will shut and output will

2, The temp of the discharge to zero.

G, chip or surrounding

> ISO°C
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Chapter 5
Simulation and Results

5.1 Necessary Files and Tools:
The proposed chip is a synchronous step-up regulator. It can operate

from a single cell battery (0.8V) and can supply 100 rnA loads at the output voltage of

even 5 Volts. Before going into the description of the functional stages, we need to be

acquainted with the software tools for netlist generation, simulation and probing.

Purpose Tools

Schematic Drawing & Netlist Cohesion Designer 5.11.

Generation

Simulation Avanti Hspice 200104.

Probing Avanwaves.

In order to do simulation by Avanti Hspice 2001.4, some files are

needed and these are:

a). Netl ist Fi Ie:

It is the file having the description of all the devices and net

connectivity of a circuit. It can be generated manually, but for a very large schematic,

where numbers or hierarchies are present, this process is cumbersome. Hence, a tool

like Cohesion Designer 5.11 has been used for the generation of netlis!. The nellist

file that the spice uses should be in .spi extension.

b). Stimulus File:

This file contains all the commands for bias, type of analyses (e.g.

transient or dc or ac analysis), different tolerance limit (reltol, abstol etc.). Moreover,

the netlist file and the file containing model libraries etc. are also called in this file.

This file is directly executed in spice. Its extension is .sp.

c). Model Library:

A .txt file containing model libraries is also needed. That file contains

different model parameters of devices like MOS (e.g. level 49 parameters), bipolar

(e.g. level I parameters), and resistors, capacitors (e.g. sheet value, temperature

coefficient, voltage coefficient) along with the skew parameters for different type of

processes like typical, slow and fast processes.
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The converter has different operational stages. In this chapter, a brief

note of those stages has been illustrated through simulation.

5.2 The Start-up Mode:
The converter can start up typically at 0.8V i.e. from a single cell

battery. When it is turned-on, it gets its start up bias from Vin. A start-up oscillator,

which runs typically at 650 KHz, brings the output voltage high enough so that VOUI

exceeds Vin' Once Vout exceeds Vin, internal bias switches from Vin to VOUI by an

internal bias-select circuit. As shown in Fig 5.1, the converter started at Vin=1.5V and

Vout was building by the start-up oscillator operating at 66% duty cycle. At that time

the voltage level of the oscillator wave was equal to the input voltage i.e. =1.5Y.

When Vout exceeded Vin, the amplitude of the oscillator was seen changing gradually,

which indicates that the internal bias select circuit was then taking the bias from VoUI.

Thus, once started (i.e. Vout exceeds Vin), internal circuit bias is completely

independent ofVin. The start-up oscillator runs at 66% duty cycle around 650 KHz.
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Fig 5.1: The start-up mode of the converter
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Again when Voutexceeded V in and the under voltage lock out threshold

(typically 2.l5V) of the REFERENCE block, the start-up oscillator is disabled and the

normal fixed Ton PWM operation takes over. Before the loop comes to its normal

operating mode from the start-up mode, the chip runs at the maximum duty cycle (set

up by the minimum Toff) and the inductor current builds up continuously until it

reaches its current limit (Fig 5.2). The higher the current limit of the chip is set, the

lower will be its start-up time. Moreover, during the start-up phase, the output voltage

is built up during the minimum off time set forcefully. This minimum off time also

settles the start-up load of the converter, the higher the minimum off time, higher will

be the start-up load but at the expense of the maximum attainable duty cycle, of

course.
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Fig 5.2: Transitionfrom the start-up mode to the regular mode
of the converter.
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5.3 The Normal Operating Mode:
This converter employs OFF time modulation technique, where in each

cycle, the charge phase is initiated by the error-amplifier. A steady state simulation

result for Vin=1.5 and Vou1=3.3 (D=55%), has been illustrated in Fig 5.3.
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Fig 5.3: Normal PWM operation for 55% duty cycle of the
converter.

The converter has settled for a fixed frequency in the steady state

condition. The initial step jump in the output voltage, as shown in Fig 5.3, during the

boost phase, is because of the potential drop at the Equivalent Series Resistance

(ESR) of the output capacitor. A 50mQ ESR has been included in the simulation to

replicate the real phenomenon.

5.4 Current Limit and Short Circuit Protection:
The chip includes a current limiter that monitors the peak inductor

current through the NMOS switch NSW and turns the switch off when the inductor

peak current exceeds the programmed current limit, 1.2A. Because of its true
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shutdown feature, the IC is allowed to be short-circuited. The thermal shutdown turns

off the regulator in case of excessive heating, when the die temperature reaches 145°C

5.5 The Light Load Operation:
In order to have improved light load efficiency, light load management

sch:emehas been introduced in the converter. The internal zero current comparator

monitors the inductor current to the load and shuts off the PMOS switch once this

current reduces to some low value (30mA, typically). This prevents the inductor

current from reversing its polarity, avoiding back-charging and thus improving

efficiency at light load.
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Fig 5.4: The light load operation of the converter
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As shown in Fig 5.4, when the converter runs m the light load

condition, the boost phase is terminated when the inductor current falls to a certain
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low level (30mA for this converter). The SW pin is then connected to the input pin

and hence voltage at the SW pin gradually discharges to the input voltage (I.5V for

this purpose). During the light load condition, both the NMOS and PMOS switches

remain off. However. normal operation starts again when the output voltage falls

below the regulation point. The chip automatically skips pulses at light load,

providing better efficiency.

5.6 Output Voltage Selection:

This chip is dcsigned for the user adjustability of the output voltage,

through an external feedback network. A voltage divider from Vou' to GND (with R1

from Vow to FE and R2 from FB to GND) programs the output voltage via using the

following equation:

V . - V ( R, )
ref - 0111 R, + Rz

V - V (I .~J=> 0/1/ ~ rt:! -l R
2

5.7 Under Voltage Lockout Condition:

When the supply goes too low (below 2.0V typ), the chip produces an

internal UVLO (under voltage lockout) signal that disables the normal PWM

operation and enables the start-up oscillator to run at a fixed frequency. At that time,

very few circuits are operational. When the oscillator raises the supply above 2.2V,

UVLO signal is disabled and the normal PWM mode takes over the start-up oscillator

operation. This mechanism protects the chip from producing false logic due to low

input supply.

5.8 True Shutdown Mode:

The chip is designed to allow the true shutdown by managing the body

diode of the PMOS switch. As the PMOS switch is turned off and there is no

conductive path through the body of the PMOS, the output is allowed to go to zero

during shutdown, drawing zcro current from the input.
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Chapter 6

Measured Data & Real Time Waves

6.1 Measured Data:

As mentioned earlier, the proposed converter has been fabricated with

a standard BiCMOS process. The die area is about 1520 X 800 square microns. The

converter was tested in the lab and was found that the performance is in good

agreement with the simulated values. The following table shows the simulation and

test data of various parameters of the chip:

Parameters Test Conditions Simulation Data Measured Data

Start-up Vin-1.5, TA-27°C 680 KHz 710 KHz

Frequency

Start-up Load l)o'd-lmA, 0.8 V I.IV

h=27°C

ON time (Ton) Vin=0.8, TA=27°C 1 uS 812 nS

Vfb=O, SW OFF

time is measured.

Min. OFF time TA-27°C, VI\)-O, 150 nS 130 nS

(T01r.min) SW ON time is
.

measured.

NSW resistance Voot-3.3, Tr27°C 0,3511 0.42511

PSW resistance Vout-3.3, TA-27"C 0.4511 0.6611

Non-switching Vout-3.3, TA-27°C, 280 uA 400 uA

ground current. V)b=1.2, current at

Vout is measured.

Reference Voltage TA-27°C IV 1.005 V

Current Limit Vou\=3,3, TA=27°C 1.2 A 1.4 A
..- ~~-------- --------

Zero-Current Voll\=3,3, TA=27°C 50mA 45 mA

Threshold.

Load Regulation Vout-3.3, TA-27°C, 1.5% 1.6%

llood=O-IOOmA
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a). Start-up Load:
The amount of output load demand with which a boost converter can

build up its output voltage is known as its start-up load. This mainly depends on start-

up voltage (input voltage), the time provided in the system for forceful boost

operation (Toff-min)and the ON resistance of the switch in the charging phase. For a

fixed input voltage, the longer the Toff-minand the smaller the switch resistance, the

better will be the start-up load of the converter. Moreover, this start-up load giving

STARTUP VOLTAGE VS. LOAD CURRENT
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1.4
~
~ 1.3
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;:!:
1.2g

D. 1.1::J
Ii:: 1
;:!:
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0.9

•••••• RE:SISl1VE: LOAD
-.- .. CURRENT LOAD

-- "/'
./ V /.. .., ....

;/

./ ~ .... L

Ir
0.8

o 20 40 60 80 100 120

LOAD CURRENT (rnA)

140 160

Fig 6.1: Measured data of start-up load

capacity increases with the start-up voltage, as with higher start-up voltage ,the ON

resistance of the switch during the charge phase, will be smaller and the inductor will

have higher effective volt-second across it. Fig 6.1 illustrates the relationship between

the start-up load delivering capacity and start-up voltage. As it is evident, the load

delivering capacity of the converter is very low until the start-up voltage is O.9V. As

the start-up voltage crosses that value, the start-up load capacity of the converter

increases drastically. This is mainly due to the nature of the ON resistance of the

switch, implemented by a MOS working in the resistive mode. Moreover, this load

delivering capacity depends on the nature of load. Current load requires a certain

voltage to demand a range of load. But, the resistive load is not like that. It demands

the load based on VoutfR,oad.
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b). Variation of ON Time with Input Voltage:

The converter has been designed such that the charge time is inversely

proportional to the input voltage. However, to prevent the ON time from becoming

very long, the time generator circuit has been biased with a fixed current, which is

always present in charging the capacitor. Another one is ViJR based current. Fig 6.2

shows the relationship of ON time with the input voltage. When the input voltage is

very low, ViJR based current is insignificant compared to the fixed current, in

charging the capacitor. Hence, the ON time remains fixed in the lower range of input

voltage. As the input rises, VmIRbased current starts dominating the fixed current and

then the ON time becomes inversely proportional to the input voltage. The : slope

Ton Vs. ViI)

I Test I
-' 51M

~ '\.

'" \

" \,
""'" ~\
'\"~

~ ..•.....
•.•.•......--•.•...•..•
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I-
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200.00
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Fig 6.2: Simulated & measured data of ON time (Ton) of the
converter

is steeper for lower range of input voltage, as it is evident from the relationship

i eN d' IT'-=-an la.m.C dt

c). Single Celt Efficiency:

The efficiency of a converter for a single cell (battery) is an important

performance parameter in commercial purposes. The main power loss occurs in the

switch devices and the loss term consists mainly of the conduction loss (I2R loss) and
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the switching loss. The conduction loss dominates for higher load while the switching

loss becomes significant in the lower load range. For a certain load, as shown in Fig

6.3, the efficiency of the converter becomes maximum (occurs at IOOmA for Vin=1.5).

That load is the optimum output load regarding the efficiency of the converter. In that

load, the total loss becomes minimal.

Efficiency vs. Load (Vout=3.3)

100.0%

90.0%
80.0% "-,., ,"-70.0%

<f!. -1>' 60.0%
c 50.0%.!!! I.S! 40.0%- ~-III 30.0% /20.0%

10.0%

0.0% II I II

0.1 1 10 100 1000
••••.•.•Vin 1.2
_._.-Vin 1.5 Output Current (rnA)

Fig 6.3: Measured dataof efficiency at different load demand of
the COfTVerter.

d). Variation of Output Voltage with Load:

OUTPUT VOL TAGE liS LOAD CURRENT

3.420

~
3.400

ill
CI 3.380
~
cJ 3.360>
5 3.340

~ 3.320

3.300
0 20 40 60 80

LOAD CURRENT (mAl

100 120

Fig 6.4: The load regulation characteristics of the converter
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The converter has a very tight load regulation when it enters in the

continuous conduction mode (40mA to IOOmA range), as it is evident from Fig 6.4.

Again, the change in output voltage from light load condition to continuous

conduction mode is not much, it is only 20mV.

6.2 Real Time Waves:
All the waves have been recorded by digital memory oscilloscopes of

model: TDS20l4and TDS3054B and a current probe of model: TCP202.

a).The Start-up of the Converter:

As mentioned earlier, the operation of the converter, when the output

capacitor IS at its complete discharged state, is initiated by a fixed frequency

oscillator. The output builds up slowly until the condition Vout=Vinis reached, as the

stored charge in the inductor has to feed both the output capacitor and the load

connected to the output node .

..................•...1
... : ... Vin.

t IV/Div
.~...... .. -• : : : $ ..: •...•... Load=lOmA

--+;-+-+-+-!. I~H-~.--j--+-+t-~.--H-f'-+-H.+';-++-j-+-+-t~~--H--I-+-t++++-(Resistive)
. Vonl-Vi"~ ~ . . . ... ..•. . •. .1Y;IDW

I 1.00 v i;jch21 1.00 v i;jMI4001~~l-AJCh1 J 1.04 vi
Q-+.••.1392.400~

Fig 6.5: The start-up waveform of the converter for
~n=l.5 & Vout=3.3@ lOmA load

Then afterwards, output builds up rapidly and reaches the regulating

point. This fact is illustrated in Fig 6.5; the voltage at the EN pin is recorded at ChI

and the output voltage is plotted in Ch2, with a IOmA output load.
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b).The Shut Cycle ofthe Converter:
One of the unique features of the converter is that, the output can be

completely discharged to zero. The wave shapes in Fig 6.6, depict this fact. The

converter has been turned ON just for the span of time, required to build output fully

and then turned OFF. This cycle has been repeated at about 310 Hz and the wave

shapes at EN and OUT pins have been recorded in CH2 and CH3 respectively. The

Te~,,: 0 o~, , , : 0 0 ~: T~i?:to, 0 , : 0 0 ,M roo,s;p:~~~s:' 0 0] SAVE/REC
: : : : : : : :: Action.... - , ~........................ - ' .: : : : -n: : :n:

•••• : •••• : 0 ••• : •••• : •••••••••• : •••• : •••• : •• : ••• ~ F:r~at
2' 0.'._:' - .: .. : : : ... : o. : 00 : 0" 0: . ~ II1II

. .. . . . - : Vout: - . -About-
I I I I ~I I I I ~ I I I I i I I I I ~ I I I I ~ I I I I ~tdischarges I I • I ~ I j I I Saving

o ImagOes

seiect
_ .~ Of older 000

Fig 6.6: The shut cycle of the converter

frequency of the switching of the EN pin has been selected such that

the output capacitor can discharge fully to zero before the converter is turned ON

again.

c). Steady State Heavy Load Operation:
The steady state heavy load switching condition of the converter has

been depicted in Fig 6.7. Signals at ChI and Ch2 have been AC coupled to record the

ripples at the mv level of input and output voltages. Ch3 records the voltage at the SW

pin and current through the inductor has been plotted by a current probe and recorded

in CM. The chip has been set to supply a load of IOOmAwhile boosting input voltage

of 1.5V to 3.3V. Hence, the converter is running at 55% duty cycle, while supplying a

load of IOOmA.
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Heavy Load Switching Waveform

A •A • A,f'l\ +", '~.' '\ /, A I
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p,!a 2,00 II 31 200lljAfI

Fig 6.7: Heavy load switching of the converter at D=55%

d). Light Load Operation:
As mentioned earlier, the converter runs at the light load condition

when the output load is very low. This fact has been illustrated in Fig 6.8. The signals

have been recorded in different channels of the oscilloscope in the same manner and

sequence as they have been done in the case of 'Steady State Heavy Load Condition'.

L=4.7uH
Cin=lOuF
Cout=lOuF
Load =
lOrnA

..

. . ,I. • i .

-1-+-1+t-l-I-+ -I- +-!- I--t-l-+--l ++....H .•.+-1-l-t 'rl-+.~.+-+.-j-~

- !-/'\ /1 A:l
IL ~ < ~.c,;-,'.;;-;;., ,i\n--:"/;7r., ,',\:~'-:7~

Ch11 sO.ollivvllchZ 50.0mV";~,MJL:.@@ AI ella J 20'10Ii
eli] 2.00 II . lim 200mA fI' .

Fig 6.8: The light load operation of the converter

out

V. _..m ..
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Examining the current through the inductor, we find that the converter is

running in pulse skipping mode i.e. at first the inductor is charged at the upslope of

the inductor current, the charge is replenished (boost phase) at the down slope of the

current and then it remains at the zero level until the next charging phase is initiated

e). The Load Transient Response:

The load transient response is one of the performance measunng

criteria of a loop. With a sudden abrupt change in load, the response of the converter

is examined. Applying abrupt change in load is, in fact, examining the large signal

phenomenon of the loop. The more stable a loop, the less the time it will take to damp

down out the initial oscillation when such abrupt change in load is applied. Again,

. ' ... ~- -

:} Vm=1.5V

••vL 10o~v~lvIc' ..•.... I ~:~~!96mA
I'N'~'~'.~"'~'o\' Coupled tl.... '.,.j L= 1OuH,~ ..... _. " , Cout=lOuF"\ ;. . , "-;." ;"'''',,'''''j;

. . . . + . : . .

,++"'+H-+"++-H-++++-H-;++++r-H-H-+-C"++;'+"'+'++-'+'+-c"+-

... , , ~_. . .. : --

:lout: 5DmA f DN; t
+
t

'1
_ ___t-~ ---~;~I

Fig 6.9: The response of the converter output voltage for a
step change in load.

when the dc loop gain is high, the difference between the two DC levels of the output

voltage (level at low load to the level at higher load) will be small. As such abrupt

change is applied, the loop gets broken initially and it then settles down to another DC

value by running in maximum duty cycle (i.e. in minimum Toff).As this minimum Toff

is kept larger, more time will be provided to the loop to have forceful boost and it will

settle quickly but at the cost of highest attainable duty cycle. The step change in

output load and corresponding change in output voltage have been plotted in CM and

Chi respectively. As it is evident from Fig 6.9, for a change in load from 40mA to
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90mA, only 50 mV change in output voltage occurred and output voltage settled to

another DC level within lOOnS, indicating a very good type of load transient

response.

f). The Line Transient Response:

Another parameter to test the large signal phenomenon of the loop is to

evaluate the line transient response of it. It is actually the response of the output

voltage at the sudden abrupt (step) change in line quantity i.e. the input voltage. Any

input voltage disturbance tends to propagate through to the output and affect it

directly. However, the feedback topology of the loop attenuates this disturbance to a

large extent. Hence, by examining the line transient response of the converter, it can

be predicted, to what extent, the input disturbance would affect the output voltage. As

1.5
Yin

1

---+ . -- -!-

t :Vin=lVto.L...... ~- ... ,: 1. 5V,t Load=lOmA
f'Cin= lOuF
J: . Cout= 1OuF_._-.-'--~- .-~_.-.-~-~ .... ; .. ; :-1-_. '. _~_o.-:_,~ ._'-__ ., ,.. , .• ,'

. . . . I . . . . L=lOuH
:::I-H-+.•..:-H-+-f++++~+.j.....I-..I.+H-+-l++-+-+-+-+-1-+-l-l++-+ ..+++.•.........;-+-t-++-.+ .

. !

. , ... -4-.

t
- ~.: . ",.-' - -" , .:_--_._~-, '
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!.. r. . ._.__.
...J 500mV i\Jch215o.omv"'''l''112o.om~AI r::hi '\;1,31 vi

Fig 6.10: The response of the converter output voltage
for a step change in ~n

shown in Fig 6.10, a step change of 500mV in input voltage could cause a

5mV change in output voltage.

g). High Duty Cycle Operation:

The converter can boost 1.5V up to 5V while supplying an output load

of l5mA, running at 70% duty cycle. This condition has been illustrated in Fig 6.11.

Inductor current and voltage at switch pin have been recorded in CH4 and cm
respectively. It is to be noted that, the voltage at the switch pin=5V+diode drop.
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V;n=I.S,
Vout=S,
loul=ISmA
Cou,=4.7uF
Lin=4.7uH.
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Fig 6.11: Operation o/the converter at D=70%

h). Low Duty Cycle Operation:

The designed converter can operate at lower duty cycle without facing

any type of response speed related problem. As shown in Fig 6.12, the converter is

operating to have an output voltage of3.3V /Tom an input supply of2.SV with a load

. . . . - . ............... ,., _ .. . '. . - . .

Vin=2.S,
Vout=3.3,
Iou,=ISmA
Cout=4.7uF
Lin=4.7uH .
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Fig 6.12: Operation o/the converter at D=24%

of 1SmA, i.e. it is operating at a duty cycle, as low as 24%.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion & Future Work

7.1 Overview of the Whole Thesis:

In this thesis, a step-up converter of a new topology, with some unique

features, has been developed. This converter is highly efficient over a large level of

output load demand and very suitable for industrial purposes. A modulator model has

been derived for this topology and based on both analytical approach and

experimental verifications, it has been established that its loop stability is independent

of duty cycle and any sort of external compensating network. Various critical issues

relevant to the design and development of the chip have been discussed. Moreover,

simulation results of various modes of the converter along with real time waves and

data have been illustrated in the thesis.

7.2 Future Work on Model Related Issues:

AC analysis is one of the techniques used for determining open and

closed loop gains, the relative positions of poles and zeros etc. for analyzing the loop

dynamics of the linear circuits like OPAMP, LDO (Low Drop Out) regulator.

Moreover, DC bias points' information can also be derived from such type of

analysis. Such kinds of analyses are possible for the linear circuits because their states

can be linearized. Switching regulators, on the other hand, have complicated loop

dynamics and needs time domain analyses. As the behavior of such regulators, are

non-linear, their states can't be linearized so easily and precisely like their linear

counterparts. Various attempts have been taken and efforts have been made and now

some works are being widely appreciated. Robert Sheehan has illustrated in {l4},

some of the widely used techniques to model the current loop of the switching

converters. Hence, following the steps of finding 'averaged model' or 'continuous-

time model' or 'unified model' several parameters, for this topology, like Line to

Output Gain, Audio Susceptibility Coetlicicnt, Control to Output Gain, Current Loop

Gain, and the Damping Coef1lcient Os etc. can be derived to analyze the loop

dynamics more precisely.
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7.3 Future Work on Implementation Related Issues:

Soft-start mechanism can be added to the main control block. This will

prevent the huge inrush of current when the converter is turned ON. The huge inrush

of current may cause a disaster, if the converter is connected to a supply bus and the

under-shoot resulting from this inrush is latched. This may result in the hang up of the

whole system or false logic generation.

To reduce the difference in average output voltage from the case of no-

load to the case of full load, some steps may be taken. In full load condition, the

control loop initiates the next cycle at the peak of the output voltage ripple, whereas,

in the light load condition, this decision is taken at the valley of the output voltage

ripple. Hence, naturally an error is introduced. Hence, to prevent this, the decision

level for the converter to come out of the light load condition, can be increased.
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